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A U t H O R ’ S  N O t E

this book began as a lecture to a group of 

older people in the diocese of chester who felt 

sidelined by our culture’s obsession with youth 

and celebrity. “have we nothing to contribute?” 

they asked. they were fed up with older people 

being seen as a problem, rather than an asset. 

they were equally fed up with endless talk about 

death and dying. what they wanted to talk 

about was life and living, and what they could 

contribute to their local communities.

so it was that i gave a talk on contentment and 

the gift of years. this was subsequently printed as a 

series of short articles and posted on the diocesan 

website, where it generated a huge correspondence. 

in over thirty years of ministry, i have never had 

such a large and overwhelmingly positive response 

to anything i have written, which led me to believe 
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that the themes i was exploring might merit a wider 

audience.

i am indebted to those who first laid down the 

gauntlet and made me think about the challenges 

and opportunities that confront us as we grow 

older. i would also like to record my thanks to those 

whose stories are told in this book. doubtless they 

will recognize themselves in spite of my efforts to 

disguise their identity. i am particularly grateful to 

margaret Andrews, rosemary spencer, and John 

Varty, all of whom read a draft of the book and 

made helpful suggestions.

r o b e r t  At w e l l

 



F O R E w O R D

toward an Artfulness 
of Aging

At both ends of life we face eternal questions. 

when we were younger we focused on the future. 

we wrestled with life decisions. we read how-to 

books about them. A few of us were occasionally 

unhinged by them.

in midlife we wondered, could we trim our 

dreams to match the practical options we had? 

what was the best way forward? we worried about 

making wrong choices. sometimes the decisions 

we thought were good came back to haunt us. we 

struggled to apply the lessons we had learned.

ultimately, by our later years, we had stretched 

our understandings of life until the rubber band 

felt sure to break. we told ourselves that we did 

not care about growing older. “i’m not buying this 

book for myself, it’s for my aunt,” we might say. 
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“oh, yes, i have a charming uncle, he loves to read.” 

but of course, before we let that needy, sometimes 

mythical aunt or uncle have a look, we’d plunged 

into the text ourselves, starving for a crust of con-

solation. how will i manage? what will i become? 

if i don’t have the work or the celebrity i used to 

have, what will be left of me? 

the later years provide a special challenge. we 

know we are expected to slow down. For some of 

us, this is a difficult thing to do. it confines and 

baffles us. we fight back against it. 

some of us find it hard to let go—of the mana-

gerial roles we had, the jobs we were used to, the 

particular delight and status of having achieved, 

being the sort of person that others admire and 

desire to follow. our life’s work is done, we think. 

it’s time for the rocking chair.  which may be true, 

as far as it goes, but very much to our surprise, 

there’s one more challenge ahead: the unfinished 

soul.  

robert Atwell explores this territory with a keen 

sense of authority. As a man of the cloth and a 
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student of the christian life he knows and can 

share the bible’s wisdom. As a bishop, he offers 

the wisdom of the christian faith, from his own 

angle to be sure. but he also dips deeply into the 

well of ancient wisdom, collected and collective, 

the straight teaching and knowledge on which so 

many christian believers depend. he integrates 

ancient wisdom with modern experiences—

including retirement, ways of living, memories, 

forgiveness, becoming, and happiness. i treasure 

the ways that he evokes the scriptures like elders 

gathering by the temple gate to offer discernment 

on these aspects of growing older.

bishop Atwell is especially good on forgiveness, 

one of the most important challenges of the later 

years. he knows the accumulated anger in families, 

the years of estrangement from friends, from rela-

tives, from church. he knows how to frame the 

questions. he knows how to help the unfinished 

soul. he knows how deeply we need to forgive 

ourselves for what we have done and not done. he 

knows the heart longs to come home.

Foreword
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who needs this book? i might ask: who knows 

enough not to need this book? will i, when i am 

ninety, know so much that i won’t need the lord 

anymore? rash thought. Foolish generation. it is 

clear and simple. the surer our ascent into the 

blaze of wisdom, the greater our dependence on 

the lord.

but here’s a caution. there’s no way to approach 

this book if you’re not willing to dwell with, and 

live within, metaphors. robert Atwell keeps them 

coming thick and fast. the tool box, the exercise 

bike, the hike up the mountain trail, the resting 

in the dark valley, all these come at us and we bat 

them away, telling ourselves we’re far too prac-

tical for this poetic stuff. telling ourselves we’re 

much too grownup to be childlike. Figuring that 

we know the bible already, we’ve consulted it on 

any number of occasions, we love the life of it, 

the sound of it, the resonance, the beauty of the 

royal tone. Atwell wants us to know the bible, but 

he also wants us to live the bible. to probe for the 

deep heart of it, surrendering to at least one and 
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probably multiple metaphors as part of what we 

do. And how we grow. 

there is a warm and confident practicality in 

Atwell’s teaching. he is the grandparent one 

always wanted, and the fellow adventurer who 

understands. he is willing to take his shoes off and 

rest awhile beside cool streams.

learn to hope. learn to dream. learn to play. 

And most of all, tell the truth to yourself and 

others. stop hiding behind the brilliant facades of 

a lifetime. stop letting stereotypes of youth and 

old age dominate you. Admit your own dishones-

ties, the things you want to overcome, and will 

not. Forget them and forgive them and move on.

Put on the sandals of surrender. walk with 

christ. Prepare. have a good time, but have your 

lamp ready when he comes. be at peace. know 

love and friendship. when you face trials of any 

kind, consider it nothing but joy.

change your heart. or don’t change it, if it’s 

already open and bleeding for grace. change your 

heart, because today is your chance. Now is the 

Foreword
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appointed time, Atwell tells us. there’s no time 

like the present, and time is short. but although 

the way is hard, it is also easy when God’s dwell-

ing place is embedded in our hearts. christ-life 

will wrap around us, when we follow the lord’s 

way, ever so practically, into an uncertain future.

e m i l i e  G r i F F i N 
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You never enjoy the world aright till the Sea 

itself floweth in your veins, till you are clothed 

with the heavens, and crowned with the stars: 

and perceive yourself to be the sole heir of the 

whole world, and more than so, because men 

are in it who are every one sole heirs as well as 

you. Till you can sing and rejoice and delight 

in God, as misers do in gold, and Kings in 

sceptres, you never enjoy the world.

t h o m A s  t r A h e r N e , 

Centuries of Meditations
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Invitation

one of the great things about the twenty-first 

century is that most of us can expect to live far 

longer than our grandparents. modern medical 

care and good health permit a quality of life vastly 

superior to what was possible fifty years ago. 

life—at least in the developed world—is now 

roughly divided into three parts: twenty years of 

education, forty years of work, followed by twenty 

or thirty years of leisure. but are we prepared for 

the opportunity that this represents?

Far from being a grim affair of shrinking horizons, 

growing older can be an adventure, full of new and 

exciting possibilities. with the mortgage paid and 

the children flown the nest, our time is our own. No 

longer at anyone’s beck and call, we are free to do 

what we like. cheap air flights make travel to remote 

parts of the world possible. the university of the 
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third Age offers a range of educational opportuni-

ties. Fitness programs encourage us to keep supple 

and trim. All this is a rare luxury compared with the 

lot of previous generations, and marks us out still 

further from those who live in poorer parts of the 

world. suddenly there is the chance to do things 

we always dreamed of. t. s. eliot’s words beckon us: 

“old men ought to be explorers.”1

of course, not everyone is energized by a fresh 

set of opportunities. the prospect of radical 

change in the pattern of daily life can generate 

waves of anxiety. some find the relentless pace of 

technological change intimidating. they watch 

young people quickly master the latest piece of 

electronic wizardry while they fumble. others 

find their confidence undermined by the way 

in which the values and principles they used to 

measure success no longer seem to matter to a new 

generation. do you fight or capitulate? in a society 

where losing your looks and growing old is feared 

it is hard to believe your experience is valued, no 

matter what the official rhetoric declares. Not 
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surprisingly, many older people feel they no longer 

have significance.

in some professions age is not a handicap. 

lawyers and judges in particular are respected 

for their accumulated wisdom and experience. 

lord denning, the famous master of the rolls, 

was firing on all cylinders to the end. but they are 

exceptions to the rule. the fixation of the media 

with youth and celebrity has the unfortunate effect 

of sidelining older people, whose voice is often 

under-represented.

it would be wrong to blame everything on youth 

culture or the media, but the fact remains that in the 

past older people were honored and valued, as they 

still are in many parts of the world. For example, 

the bible describes the ancient hebrew institution 

of the elders of a town gathering at its gate to take 

counsel or resolve a dispute. As one of the psalms 

lyrically has it, “the righteous flourish like the 

palm tree, and grow like a cedar in lebanon. they 

are planted in the house of the lord; they flourish 

in the courts of God. in old age they still produce 

Invitation
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fruit; they are always green and full of sap” (Psalm 

92:12–13). it is to our shame that we no longer 

expect the elderly to produce fruit, let alone be full 

of sap. but watch out: older people can take the 

world by surprise.

mary wesley did not publish her first novel, 

Jumping the Queue, until she was seventy-one. in 1990, 

at the age of seventy-two, Nelson mandela emerged 

on to the world stage from solitary confinement on 

robben island to become President of the republic 

of south Africa. by the sheer force of his personality 

and integrity, he transformed a nation haunted 

by years of apartheid into a rainbow coalition of 

peoples built on mutual respect and forgiveness. in 

1958 when the cardinals elected Angelo roncalli 

pope, they probably imagined that in choosing an 

old man of seventy-seven they had a safe candidate 

who could easily be controlled. in the event, 

Pope John XXiii turned out to be one of the great 

reforming popes, determined to throw open the 

doors of the church to new ideas. old men may 

not only be explorers, they may be revolutionaries.
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take risks

i remember staying with friends when an 

elderly neighbor came to lunch. Although he was 

ninety-two and tottered in on two sticks, he was 

alert and bright as a button. At the end of lunch 

our host escorted him to the door where a taxi 

was waiting to take him home. “well, take care, 

bill,”  he said, holding out his hand. Quick as a 

flash the old boy spun round. “i’m fed up with 

people telling me to take care. what i say is ‘take 

risks!’ in fact that’s how i end all my letters these 

days—take risks.”

As i grow older the question confronting 

me is whether i want to end up like bill or mr. 

Grumpy. what sort of person do i wish to be? i 

have a choice. i can opt to live in the past, nurs-

ing my disappointments, and become resentful 

and embittered. or i can live in the present with 

thankfulness, excited by new ideas, enjoying the 

Invitation
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company of friends and family. And above all, 

prepared to take risks.

Sharing wisdom

in the sixth century st. benedict wrote in his 

monastic Rule about the importance of senpectae, 

“of wise old men” in a community. he celebrates 

the wisdom that can come from having lived a 

long time. today more information is available to 

us than ever before. the internet provides instant 

access to rafts of knowledge. we are bombarded 

with surveys and statistics. but having more 

information does not necessarily mean we are any 

wiser. we still need the wisdom of experience to 

navigate our way. we need the perspective that 

comes only with maturity.

sadly, older people today are more likely to be 

seen as encumbrances to change than reservoirs of 

wisdom. in my experience it is usually the gray-

haired, not the white-haired, the middle-aged as 
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opposed to the elderly, who resist change. older 

people are often more tolerant of contradictions 

and are not fixated about discovering “the right 

answer” to problems. with less to prove (and lose) 

they can be remarkably free. many are open to 

new things and embrace the younger generation 

gladly. they can draw upon deep wells of 

experience and play a significant part in the life of 

their families and neighborhoods. time-rich, they 

often carry their wisdom lightly, but bring ballast 

and stability to a community.

many young people have little to do with the 

elderly, and many older people feel they have 

nothing to contribute to the aspiring young. this 

is tragic because they have much to offer, not 

least sharing the secret of their resilience. some 

find fulfilling roles within the network of their 

families, supporting their hardworking children 

and providing care for the grandchildren. others 

take up positions of responsibility in their 

community or church, and gain a real sense of 

fulfillment. yet others discover a new zest for life 

Invitation
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working with voluntary organizations or helping 

children with their reading in local schools. the 

skills and expertise of older people represent a 

major resource that needs to be mobilized. here 

are two examples.

For the last ten years Christine has worked 

one day a week on a voluntary basis for a 

charity dedicated to the rehabilitation of young 

offenders. Now in her early seventies and still 

a consummate “multitasker,” she juggles tap 

classes and looking after the grandchildren 

with mentoring ex-prisoners. She visits them 

in advance of their release date to build a 

relationship, and then weekly for three months 

to help them readjust to “life outside.” In the 

early days of release, she maintains daily 

contact by mobile phone. This is the crucial 

time when someone is most likely to drift back 

into old habits. By her own admission she is 

“pretty unshockable,” and being a volunteer 

and a woman, she says, helps. “These young 

men are not nearly as tough as they make out. 
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Few have enjoyed a stable family life. I’m not 

sure how they view me; probably somewhere 

between a friend and the mother they never 

had. But they can be vulnerable with me.”

Derek, a former businessman now in his mid-

eighties, acts as a mentor to two disaffected 

teenagers who are in need of a listening ear. He 

has been drawn into his church’s social inclusion 

project that seeks to harness the wisdom and 

time of older citizens to help young people at risk 

of permanent unemployment, and even prison. 

He meets them on a one-to-one basis each week 

during their lunch hour or after school. In his 

new role of resident uncle, he listens, humors, 

and advises (for example) how to shape up job 

applications. He is a calming influence when they 

get angry. His aim is “to help them discover who 

they are and to steady them through difficulties.” 

Beneath their youthful cockiness, he says, they 

surprisingly lack confidence. He feels that the 

key to success lies in being non-judgmental. 

Amazingly—or perhaps not—the young people 

Invitation
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think Derek is “cool” and have granted him their 

ultimate accolade: “respect.”

in his poem “Auguries of innocence,” william 

blake was unflinchingly candid about the human 

lot:

Man was made for Joy and Woe, 

And when this we rightly know 

Thro’ the World we safely go.

For blake naiveté is the enemy. enabling young 

people to grow in maturity includes helping them 

cope with the shock that bad things can happen 

to good people, and that not everyone can win the 

race. sadness and regret are just as much part of 

human experience as joy. Growing into adulthood 

is not simply about cultivating style or acquiring 

skills. it is about learning to deal with shame and 

embarrassment, to cope with loss and disappoint-

ment, and to find contentment in ordinary things. 

endowing children and young people with the 

resources to grasp these insights is a challenge, 
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but also a wonderful foundation for their future 

happiness. the question is, how well do we cope 

with these things ourselves? Are we good role 

models?

Going deeper

And here lies the spiritual challenge. the last 

third of life is not just for doing exciting new 

things. it is also for going deeper into God. unless 

we are prepared to grow in spiritual awareness we 

may end up dissatisfied and restless. inevitably, 

as the years pass the accent will fall increasingly 

on being rather than doing. but this should not 

matter. when our inner life is kept true, our outer 

life becomes more fruitful. we may not have the 

raw energy of a twenty-year-old, but we do have a 

honed wisdom that comes from experience.

Growing older undoubtedly calls for adjust-

ment. As journalist richard Needham facetiously 

puts it, “As you grow old, you lose your interest 

Invitation
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in sex, your friends drift away, your children often 

ignore you. there are many other advantages, of 

course, but these would seem to be the outstand-

ing ones.”2 the pace of life does indeed change. 

our health may falter. we may not be so agile or 

mobile. with the passing of the years we have to 

reconcile ourselves to the probability that we will 

not find fulfillment of all our aspirations, but we 

should still try and honor at least some of them. in 

novelist e. m. Forster’s words, “we must be will-

ing to let go of the life we have planned, so as to 

have the life that is waiting for us.”

there is an art to growing old, and it includes 

acceptance of ourselves and of our circumstances, 

at least insofar as they cannot be changed. with a 

lifetime of experience on which to draw, the chal-

lenge is to share our insights without pontificating 

or becoming a bore. if we succeed, then the joys 

and disappointments of life will become a toolbox 

from which we gain wisdom. when we mine the 

seams of faith and spirituality, we unlock the full 

potential of this period of our life.
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For those ready to grasp it with both hands, our 

latter years can be one of the most fruitful and 

rewarding chapters in life. it starts the moment we 

jettison the negative stereotypes that are thrust on 

to older people, and celebrate the freedom and 

opportunities that maturity brings. it entails re-

visiting priorities. Above all, it means going deeper 

into God. A new quality of life can begin at any 

hour of any day, if we live in the present moment 

and live wisely.

Invitation
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if i am to live creatively in the present, i need to 

reflect on my temperament and outlook, and ask 

myself some questions:

How can I become more like Bill and less like Mr. 

Grumpy?

What are the risks I need to take? What can I offer 

others?

How can I ensure that I am “always green”

and “full of sap”?



 



God grant me the senility

to forget the people I never liked anyway,

the good fortune to run into the ones I do,

and the eyesight to tell the difference.

A N o N y m o u s
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Retirement

retirement has become a moveable feast in the 

western world. increased life expectancy and better 

health, combined with the escalating pension crisis, 

are pushing the boundaries. some countries have 

already abolished a compulsory retirement age. 

Governments are actively encouraging their citizens 

to work well into their sixties and sometimes even 

into their seventies. And why not? work can be a 

huge source of energy, creativity, and self-esteem. 

it provides income, intellectual stimulus, and chal-

lenge. it gives routine and structure to the week. 

how old is too old to work? “the days of our life are 

seventy years,” says the bible, “or perhaps eighty, if 

we are strong” (Psalm 90:10). with the advances of 

medical science even this is under review.

the new flexibility in the workplace is welcome 

because it means that the transition to our later 
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years can be a relatively gentle affair. For those who 

can choose when to retire, retirement is no longer a 

threat. many move first to working part-time, and 

then to working on an ad hoc basis before stopping 

altogether. the workplace remains attractive for a 

variety of reasons. Negatively, some still associate 

retirement with loneliness and boredom, and are 

determined to fend it off at all costs. others, faced 

with the financial challenge of living longer on a 

fixed income, simply cannot afford to retire, or find 

themselves having to support not only their adult 

children but aged parents as well.

Failing health or stress can force some to seek 

early retirement. For them, it comes not a moment 

too soon, a blessed relief from commuting, from 

the pressure to perform and meet deadlines, or 

from having to maintain the fiction that everything 

is going swimmingly well. For those confronted 

with compulsory early retirement, there is neither 

choice nor flexibility. being laid off can be a bitter 

blow, generating financial hardship and a collapse 

of self-esteem. restructuring and downsizing are 
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often euphemisms for disposing of those at the top 

end of the workforce. Finding a new job in your 

late fifties is a huge challenge. suddenly you find 

yourself with time on your hands but less money 

in your pocket, and having to renegotiate your life.

Getting priorities right

work may provide intellectual stimulation and 

routine, but it can also overwhelm and dominate. 

As Philip larkin puts it in one of his poems, 

“why should i let the toad work/squat on my 

life?”3 when priorities get distorted, relationships 

become strained and health suffers. in spite of our 

best intentions, it is easy to lose the plot and end 

up living to work instead of working to live. it is 

also possible to hide behind the demands of work 

to avoid difficult domestic situations. work then 

becomes an excuse, or even an anesthetic, to blot 

out unhappiness. some get sucked into a spiral of 

Retirement


